Come scrivere un saggio (an essay) in Inglese
Punti da tenere presente mentre si scrive un saggio in inglese:
use of vocabulary;  lessico
appropriate register;  registro linguistico adeguato
relevance to topic;  pertinenza degli argomenti
use of linkers;  utilizzo di leganti (congiunzioni, avverbi ecc..)
grammar accuracy;  correttezza grammaticale
spelling.  ortografia
Seguire i seguenti punti in ordine per avere le idee chiare su cosa si vuole
scrivere.
-Make an essay plan with notes, it will help you.
Introduction (present a topic)
Three points in favour
Three points against
Conclusion (your opinion)
Additional information
as well as
furthermore
apart from that

Contrasting information
nevertheless
although
however

To conclude
to summarise
to sum up
in conclusion

Introducing a point
In my opinion…
I think…
It is clear that…
As far as I’m concerned
Developing an argument
Moreover…
In addition to this…
It also true that…
As well as this
Concluding
Finally…
To conclude…
In short…
In conclusion…

Example
Should teenagers have a part time job?
In the adolescence young people need some more
independence to feel a bit more responsible. They in
this period begin to spend inevitably more money to go
out with friends, so they need also a part-time job to
earn extra-money. A part-time job for a youth can be
considered a good choice for at least three reason,
furthermore earning extra money, while you are
working you can make new friends and make and idea
of what have a real job means. Although there are also
motivations to not have a part-time job, two of this are
that it could take away time form the study and it could
moreover make stressful situations. To conclude I think
teenagers should make this experience of job because
they have a life of work in front of them so is important
they prepare themselves to that.

